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Abstract 

Vocabulary learning has long been considered as one of the essential components for developing language 
learning. However, language learners are required to not just concern about memorizing definitions but also 
integrating vocabulary meaning into their present knowledge. Many strategies such as direct or indirect ones 
may be integrated to enhance vocabulary acquisition. Subsequently, the current reserch was an attempt to 
investigate the effectiveness of implementing direct versus indirect vocabulary learning strategies on vocabulary 
acquisition of pre-intermediate language learners. To fulfill the aim of the study, sixty students were selected and 
assigned into two experimental groups (A & B) based on a vocabulary pre-test. During the study, group A was 
taught vocabulary through direct strategies (i.e., Structured reviewing, Using mechanical techniques) while group 
B was taught vocabulary through indirect strategies (i.e., Organizing, Discussing your feelings with someone Else) 
for developing their vocabulary storage in reading comprehension. At the end of the research, all the participants 
were given another vocabulary test. The results indicated that the direct group (A) outperformed the indirect group 
(B). The results showed that direct strategies at pre- intermediate level can lead to higher achievement of 
vocabulary storage in reading comprehension.  

Keywords: direct and indirect vocabulary learning strategies, Vocabulary Learning Strategies (VLSs) 

1. Introduction 

Learning of vocabulary as one of the basic communication tools is often considered by language learners as the 
most difficult field in language learning (Celik & Toptas, 2010). Many researchers such as Coady and Huckin 
(1997), Harley (1996) and Richards and Renandya (2002) have considered a good knowledge of vocabulary to be 
crucial to of communicative competence. Indeed, in order to understand the meaning of different kinds of English 
sentences and passages, it is important to have excellent and huge vocabulary storage (Rupley et al., 1999). 
According to Tozcu and Coady (2004), acquiring adequate knowledge of vocabulary is one of the significant 
issues which enhance reading comprehension.  

Vocabulary learning has long been considered as a prerequisite element of reading comprehension (Anderson & 
Freebody, 1981). According to Thompson (1999), the successful comprehension of different kinds of texts is the 
result of the development of students' vocabulary knowledge. However, Nichols and Rupley (2004) highlighted 
the point that successful language learners should go beyond just memorizing definitions. In effect, they should 
integrate the meanings of words into their existing knowledge to develop conceptual representations of vocabulary 
in various contextual situations.  

In view of the above, one of the efficient methods to enhance students’ vocabulary competence is through the 
identification of efficient language learning strategies (LLSs) followed by training the learners how to utilize 
them effectively (Oxford, 1996).With regard to teaching LLSs, Islami-Rasekh and Ranjbari (2003) underscored 
the point that language learning strategy training enhances learning output and process due to it facilitates 
students’ consciousness of how to learn effectively. Therefore, vocabulary learning strategies as a sub-category of 
learning strategies in general (Nation, 2001) are important due to the fact learning of vocabulary often poses some 
difficulties for language learners. According to Gu (1994), specific strategies which are used by non-native 
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learners for learning of new vocabularies in the target language are called ‘vocabulary learning strategies’. Takač 
(2008) notes that VLS are particular strategies used for learning vocabulary in any field of language learning.  

Among many scholars, Cohen and Macaro (2007) and Farhady (2006) have identified different vocabulary 
learning strategies such as: 1). memorization strategies, 2) repetition strategies, 3) association strategies, 4) key 
word method, 5) inferencing strategy, 6) dictionary use, 7) sematic grid strategies, and 8) word lists. As stated by 
Farhady (2006), applying particular kinds of strategies forms an effort to word attainment that affects the level of 
second language ability. 

Vocabulary learning strategies for vocabulary acquisition enhancement are still being under investigation. In 
regard to this, Oxford (1990) considers vocabulary learning strategies to be direct and indirect. According to 
Oxford (1990), direct vocabulary acquisition studies emphasize that vocabulary can be learnt using tools such as 
dictionaries and vocabulary lists that make the students pay more attention into explicit interaction with the 
meaning and form of vocabulary. On the other hand, indirect strategies enhance learning indirectly (Oxford, 1990). 
Indirect learning of vocabulary is defined as a strategy of word learning which arises without the particular 
intention to emphasis on word.  

A small number of papers which will be reviewed in the next part have been manipulated to investigate the usage 
of vocabulary learning strategies (VLS) in general and by outlining and focusing on direct and indirect vocabulary 
learning strategies in particular. Generally, it is accepted that students’ performance in language learning is 
considerably influenced by the utilization of vocabulary learning strategies (Sarani & Kafipour, 2008). However, 
because there is little of research in such field of study in Iran, the aim of the current research is to paint a 
preliminary picture of direct and indirect vocabulary learning strategies utilized by the Iranian as a foreign 
language learners at pre-intermediate level. Thus, the present research is to gauge the influences of two direct (i.e., 
Structured Reviewing, Using Mechanical Techniques) and two indirect (i.e., Organizing, Discussing your Feelings 
with Someone Else) vocabulary learning strategies on the Iranian as EFL university students’ vocabulary learning. 

2. Literature Review 

The essential role of word in understanding language cannot be denied. According to Stahl (1990), there is a close 
relationship between proper knowledge of vocabulary and reading comprehension for the purpose of the 
comprehending the target language. As a matter of fact having adequate knowledge of vocabulary can assist to 
reading comprehension ability and reading ability can contribute to vocabulary enhancement (Chall, 1987). 
Moreover, the understanding of approximately each piece of writing in both native and foreign language is not 
practical without comprehending the passages’ main words (Laufer, 1997). 

In view of the above, many works (Beck, et al., 1982; McKeown et al., 1983; McKeown et al., 1985; Perfetti, & 
Stafura, 2013; Poulsen, & Elbro, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013 among others) have been managed to identify the 
relationship between adequate knowledge of vocabulary and reading comprehension ability. Consequently, having 
the adequate knowledge of vocabulary is a crucial component which affects reading success. In fact, having proper 
command on vocabulary can enhance comprehension in the process of reading, but such influence was identified 
only when the teaching program supplies rich experiences with vocabularies (Stahl, 1986; Beck & McKeown, 
1991). However, the results of former studies revealed that vocabulary research will be more effective if students 
are actively engaged with the vocabularies they are acquiring through the utilization of various strategies 
(Coomber et al., 1998). 

Vocabulary learning strategies have been classified differently by different researchers. For example, Ahmed 
(1989, cited in Nyikos & Fan, 2007) classified the 38 strategies his Sudanese students employed into five macro 
strategies of memorization, dictionary use, practice, note-taking, and group work. Gu and Johnson (1996) 
developed a 91-item VLS questionnaire dividing it into various parts such as metacognitive regulation, dictionary 
strategies, guessing strategies, memory strategies (rehearsal and encoding), and finally activation strategies. Gu 
and Johnson (1996), however, highlight the point that learners utilize a combination of strategies rather than only 
one in learning vocabulary.  

The use of vocabulary learning strategies among university learners of English in Sudan was the focus of a study 
conducted by Ahmed (cited in Ranalli, 2003). In his study, a structured interview and observation during 
think-aloud tasks were used and the students were divided into several groups of ‘good’ students and 
‘underachievers’ based on school records and the subjective evaluations of school officials. The findings of the 
study were indicative of the fact that strategy use was more evident among learners in the three clusters of 
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high-achieving students. The learners of this study were found out the advantages of learning vocabulary in 
context, were aware of their learning, and consciously recognized the connections between new and previously 
learned vocabularies. Conversely, students in the two groups who did not make a significant improvement 
exhibited little use of strategies and revealed little consciousness of the need to engage existing and new 
knowledge. The results of the study also indicated that note taking strategy was utilized by all the participants. 
However, there was significant variation in the impressive with which good and underachieving students 
employed these strategies. This was one of the first studies to consider the relationship between vocabulary 
learning strategies and success in learning. 

Islami-Rasekh and Ranjbari (2003) examined the effect of metacognitive strategy instruction on word acquisition 
and determined two groups for their study. First group assigned as control group and second one as EFL language 
learners. The experimental group was at intermediate level of language proficiency. However, the two groups were 
instructed how to use strategies for enhancement of their vocabulary learning for a period of 10 weeks, only the 
experimental group taught metacognitive strategy training. The instruction model of study was according to the 
theoretical framework for language learning strategies training determined by Chamot and O'Malley (1994). The 
findings of the study revealed that direct metacognitive strategy instruction could significantly improve the 
vocabulary knowledge of EFL learners. 

With the same line, Tassana-ngam (2005) also identified that teaching Thai EFL undergraduate learners how to use 
vocabulary learning strategies such as semantic context, keyword method, dictionary work, grouping and semantic 
mapping could enhance the knowledge of vocabulary learning and improve ability of how to acquire vocabulary 
effectively. 

In attempting to present vocabulary-learning-strategy instruction into a foreign language classroom, research 
informs us to some potential difficulties such as: there may be some resistance to application of those vocabulary 
learning strategies, which need deeper explanation, due to the cognitive attempt required in memorizing 
vocabularies in this manner (Nielsen, 2003). Using dictionaries, finding the equivalent translation, synonyms and 
antonyms, repeating, and memorizing words are the most commonly used vocabulary learning strategies in Iran. 
The learners forget whatever vocabulary they have learned if they do not practice them for long time. Thus, the 
learners need a more effective method for acquiring new vocabularies. Moreover, few studies have identified the 
direct and indirect aspects of vocabulary learning strategies.  

To the best knowledge of the present researchers and as far as the related review of literature is concerned, there are 
no studies which have focused on the effectiveness of direct and indirect vocabulary learning strategies on 
vocabulary acquisition in an EFL context such as Iran. So with the gap existing in the literature, the present study is 
aimed at identifying the role of direct (i.e., Structured Reviewing, Using Mechanical Techniques) and indirect (i.e., 
Organizing, Discussing your Feelings with Someone Else) vocabulary learning strategies on enhancing the Iranian 
EFL learners’ vocabulary acquisition. 

3. Research Questions 

More specifically, the present research will attempt to provide address the following research questions:  

1) To what extent does employing direct vocabulary learning strategies improve the Iranian EFL learners’ 
vocabulary acquisition?  

2) To what extent does employing indirect vocabulary learning strategies improve the Iranian EFL learners’ 
vocabulary acquisition?  

4. Significance of the Study 

This study would guide the instructors to inform learners about direct and indirect language learning strategies that 
they use in order to improve their vocabulary acquisition effectively. By focusing on two direct (Structured 
Reviewing and Using Mechanical Techniques) and two indirect (Organizing and Discussing your Feelings with 
Someone Else) vocabulary learning strategies training and their effect on word knowledge enhancement of the 
Iranian EFL undergraduate learners, the present research will perform as a guide for language teachers to either 
apply direct or indirect vocabulary learning strategies for the better improvement of the language learners’ 
vocabulary acquisition.  
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5. Method 

5.1 Participants 

The initial population of the current research was 100 English as a Foreign Language (EFL) university students 
including both males and females aged from 19 to 25 from Islamic Azad University in Iran. Out of the initial 
population, 60 homogeneous language learners were selected based on the scores which they obtained on a 
vocabulary pre-test adapted from Objective Placement Test (Lesley et al., 2005).  

5.2 Instruments 

For the purpose to collect data for the current study, two instruments and one material were utilized. The first and 
the second instruments were 2 parallel vocabulary tests which were used as the pre-posttests. Each test includes 40 
multiple-choice vocabulary items. Prior to the main data collection, a pilot study was run to verify that both tests 
were parallel and reliable. 

The material used included 8 units of reading lessons and tasks as the course materials which the researchers 
prepared to both the direct and indirect groups. These reading lessons and tasks were the same for both groups and 
were adopted from the Select Readings (Pre-intermediate level) written by Lee and Gunderson (2002). 

5.3 Procedure 

This study was an experimental research based on pre-test and post-test scheme. The first step to take was to 
assure that the two sample vocabulary tests were parallel. According to Bachman (1990), when two tests 
measure the same capability and have the same statistical means and variances when administered to the same 
group with a short interval they are considered as parallel.  

In view of the above, both sample vocabulary tests were administered to 20 trial language learners with an 
interval of 2 days. Then, the means and the variances of both tests were calculated separately. The results of the 
statistical analysis of the both tests shown in Table 1 indicated that both tests were parallel. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics related to the administration of the two tests to the same group 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance 

First Test 20 28 37 33 1.325 0.69 

Second Test 20 33 39 36 1.843 0.76 

Valid N  20      

 

After it was ascertained that both tests were parallel, the second step was to verify the reliability of the two 
parallel vocabulary tests. Using the scores received from the manipulating of both vocabulary tests in the first 
step of instruments verification process, the researchers employed parallel tests method to verify the reliability of 
the two sample parallel vocabulary tests. The findings of the data analysis of the reliability coefficients of the 
two parallel tests shown in Table 2 showed that both tests were reliable. 

 

Table 2. Reliability Statistics related to the two parallel tests 

Common Variance 0.73  

True Variance 0.52  

Error Variance 0.03  

Common Inter-Item Correlation 0.75  

Reliability of Test 1 (Cronbach’ s Alpha) 0.79 N=20 

Reliability of Test 2 (Cronbach’s Alpha) 0.84 N=20  
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After verifying both tests to be parallel and reliable, one of them was administered to 100 Iranian EFL students. 
Then 60 learners whose scores were one standard deviation above or below the mean were selected as 
pre-intermediate homogeneous participants. Following, the 60 selected language learners were divided into two 
groups of equal number namely group A (n=30) and group B (n=30) vocabulary learning strategies. During the 
study which lasted for 10 academic sessions, both groups were run by one of the researchers utilizing direct or 
indirect strategies. In other words, the group A was trained vocabulary through direct strategies (i.e., Structured 
Reviewing, Using Mechanical Techniques) while group B was taught vocabulary by indirect strategies (i.e., 
Organizing, Discussing your Feeling with Someone Else). The following sections briefly introduce the two 
particular strategies which were implemented in each class (Structural Reviewing and Using Mechanical 
Techniques as direct strategies and Organizing and Discussing your Feelings with Someone Else as indirect 
strategies) during the period of the study in order to enhance vocabulary acquisition. The point should be 
highlighted that during the first session, the direct and indirect strategies were introduced to the participants in both 
groups. Following the first session, from session two to nine, the eight reading passages were taught to both groups 
with different strategies which are explained below. The post-test was given to all the participants in the last 
session (10th). 

6. Direct Strategy 

6.1 Structure Reviewing 

According to Oxford (1990), one way of remembering and using new vocabulary in the target language using the 
Structured Reviewing as an effective technique. This strategy included reviewing materials at different intervals. 
For example, acquiring a collection of vocabulary item in English, then learners follow 15 minutes before 
applying them again, and practiced them an hour later, three hours later, the next day, two days later, four days 
later, the following week, and so on until the materials became more or less were automatic. The students were 
suggested recommended to put the vocabulary into a context or recombining them to make new sentences. 

 

6.2 Using Mechanical Techniques 

Based on Oxford (1990), in order to remember what has been learned, using the Mechanical Technique was 
applied as an impressive strategy in using flashcards with the new vocabulary written on one side and the 
definition written on the other. To use a new vocabulary in context and get writing practice, students wrote the 
new expression in a full sentence on flash cards. Flashcards were moved from one pile to another pile in the 
classroom depending on how well the students knew them. According to Oxford (1990) suggestions, the 
researchers required learners to read and practice the vocabularies when they had some free time. For example, 
they were required to read them on the bus, in lines, etc. 

7. Indirect Strategy 

7.1 Organizing 

Applying this type of indirect strategy requires different tools, such as planning well, preparing the best possible 
environment for study, and keeping a language learning notebook. Based on this strategy, the students had the 
good physical environment as a significant factor for every language skill. It supplied the students with enough 
input in a convenient, peaceful circumference without too much background noise which assisted establish a 
good classroom setting and motivated the learners to create an convenient environment for learning at home. On 
the other hand, it helped them in improving practical weekly plans for language learning, with plenty of time 
allocated to outside the classroom practice in the language skills. Consequently, a language learning notebook 
was also used as an excellent organizational aid for students. The notebook was usefully utilized a number of 
activates such as class assignments, writing down the new target language expressions, purposes and objects, 
strategies which were more effective, things to remember, and organized it for the best use (Oxford, 1990). 

7.2 Discussing Your Feelings with Someone Else 

Since learning another language is effortful and language learners most of the times need to negotiate this 
process with other people (Oxford, 1990). Thus, language learners like to discuss their daily events with other 
people. In this indirect strategy, learners use diaries to comprehend and kept track of their thoughts, attitudes, and 
strategies for learning more vocabularies. If learners felt at ease enough, they shared their diary entries during 
group discussion by dividing learners in several groups in class once or twice a week. Discussions of feelings 
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could also take place outside the classroom setting with peers or a family member (Oxford, 1990). 

8. Results and Discussion 

To provide answers to the research questions, the data obtained from the implementation of the pre-post-tests to 
group one (group A) and group two (group B) were compared separately using the statistical analysis of a paired 
sample t-tests (Tables 3 and 4). 

 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics related to group A (direct strategies) pre-posttests findings 

Group N MEAN SD t-test 

Group A pretest 30 31 0.54 -3.645 

Group A posttest 30 36 0.65 P=0.02 

T-observed=-3.645    T-critical=1.729   T-observed is bigger than t-critical. 

 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics related to group B (indirect strategies) pre-post-tests findings 

Groups N MEAN SD t-test 

Group B pretest 30 30 0.53 0.043 

Group B posttest 30 32 0.49 P=0.782 

T-observed=-0.043    T-critical=1.729   T-observed is smaller than t-critical. 

 

Concerning the group A accomplishment in the pre-post-tests, it can be comprehend that the mean score of the 
learners in this group in the pre-test was 31 out of 40. This mean score improved to 36 in the post-test which is 
indicative of the fact that a significant progress was made in their accomplishment. An inspection of the two 
means suggest that the mean for post-test was significantly greater than the mean of the pre-test. The magnitude 
of the differences in the means was large (η2 = 0.11). Compared to this eta-squared value obtained (η2 = 0.021) to 
Cohen (1988) criteria (0.01 = small effect, 0.06 = moderate effect, and 0.14 = large effect), this is clear that the 
effect size found is a large effect size. A large effect size suggests that the mean difference of the pre-posttests 
scores of group A is very big or large. This shows that using direct vocabulary learning strategies could improve 
vocabulary learning of learners in this group. The findings of the paired sample t-test for the data obtained from 
the pre-posttests of group A (Table 1) also indicated that the improvement was statistically significant (p<0.05).  

In relation to the findings of data analysis obtained from the pre-post tests for group B, the mean score in the 
pre-test was 30 out of 40 and in the post-test was 32 out of 40. This minor progress can be interpreted as 
enhancement. However, an examination of the two means suggest that the mean for post-test was slightly higher 
than the mean of the pre-test. The magnitude of the differences in the means was large (η2 = 0.03). Comparing this 
eta-squared value obtained (η2 = 0.03) to Cohen criteria (0.01 = small effect, 0.06 = moderate effect, and 0.14 = 
large effect), it is obvious that the effect size obtained is a moderate effect size. A moderate effect size suggests that 
the mean difference of the pre-post-tests scores of group B is not very big or large. This implies that using indirect 
vocabulary learning strategies could not improve vocabulary learning of the students in group B. The results of the 
paired sample t-test for the data received from group B also indicated that the improvement was not statistically 
significant (p>0.05). 

The results of the present research is in line with previous studies (e.g. Waring, 1995; Laufer & Shmueli, 1997; 
Qian, 1996, Beck et al., 2002; Beck et al., 2005; Beck et al., 2007; Stahl &Fairbanks, 1986) which highlighted the 
pedagogical value of using direct vocabulary learning strategies in language learning classrooms. 

One of the reasons that the participants who were instructed by direct strategies performed better than the 
participants who were instructed by indirect strategies might be that at the early stages of language learning, 
language learners need a basic vocabulary before they can even start to learn from context as they have insufficient 
knowledge and the text is also too dense with unknown vocabularies (Waring, 1995, p. 2). Indeed, it guessing the 
meaning of the vocabulary from context as an indirect strategy be left to a later stage when the learners have 
enough knowledge (Waring, 1995).  
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By using direct instructing strategies for acquiring vocabulary, the instructor directly introduces the vocabulary 
and supplies the definitions of vocabulary directly. According to the researcher’s observation, the direct strategies 
such as Structured Reviewing were easy to use and to conduct with only some help from the teacher (one of the 
researchers). With regard to the Mechanical Techniques, the researcher asked the students to prepare flash cards 
and use them constantly during the treatment. This strategy was very popular among students and they liked and 
utilized it more than others due to the fact that it is easy to utilize and assisted them for improving their vocabulary 
storage in their reading comprehension. Based on the observations of the researcher during the treatment, the 
students faced no difficulty in applying and using direct strategies. Mechanical techniques strategy which was used 
more by the participants in Group A. This might be because the students understood that this strategy is a very easy 
and effective way for developing their vocabulary and can assist them to understand the meaning of new 
vocabularies in different reading comprehension texts.  

In contrast to the participants in group A, the participants in group B who were instructed by indirect strategies 
could not significantly improve their vocabulary acquisition. According to the observations of the researcher, they 
requested more assistant from the teacher in order to understand how to use the indirect strategies. This might have 
influenced their learning the new vocabularies. According to the observation of researcher, the students could not 
organize the subjects for learning the necessary vocabulary. This may be because of their level of language 
proficiency for Organizing or Discussing their Feelings with Someone Else. According to Schmitt and McCarthy 
(1997), the proficiency of learners might actually enhance development in indirect strategy use.  

Implementing indirect strategies requires the teachers to provide the language learners with more assistance. 
Utilizing indirect strategies also require more discussion from the language learners. According to Oxford (1990), 
Discussing your Feeling with Someone Else strategy needs the effort from the students to speak and negotiate their 
daily events, their thoughts, and attitudes with each other. However, in the case of the present research, the 
participants in group B did not participate so much in class discussions.  

9. Conclusion 

The crucial aim of the current study was to gauge the effectiveness of two direct (i.e., Structured Reviewing, Using 
Mechanical Techniques) and two indirect (i.e., Organizing, Discussing your Feelings with Someone Else) 
vocabulary learning strategies designed to assist language learners to improve their vocabulary storage in reading 
comprehension skill. 

The findings of this study were indicative of the fact that the selected direct vocabulary learning strategies (i.e., 
Structured Reviewing, Using Mechanical Techniques) compared with the indirect strategies had a significant 
effect on vocabulary acquisition of the language learners. The obtained results support using direct vocabulary 
learning strategies. Based on the findings of the present research, implementing direct vocabulary learning 
strategies particularly at pre- intermediate level can enhance vocabulary strategies. 

Consequently, teachers are encouraged to implement direct vocabulary strategies because of their easy and 
effective application particularly at the early stages of vocabulary learning. In the same line, curriculum developers 
and material producers are also recommended to produce language learning materials based on 
strategy-instruction especially on direct and indirect strategies that teachers can use throughout their class research. 
Indeed, the materials should be congruent with the students’ learning strategies and they should be appealing to 
students’ needs and interests. It is suggested that material designers may develop teaching materials. 

Finally, the point should be underscored that the present research had some limitations which can be the focus of 
future research. Firstly, the participants of the present research were pre-intermediate language learners. Different 
results might be produced if the study is conducted with low or advanced levels language learners. Secondly, only 
two direct and two indirect vocabulary learning strategies were implemented to find out the effectiveness of 
utilizing direct and indirect vocabulary learning strategies on vocabulary acquisition. Indeed, conducting further 
research which focus on the effect of using more/other direct/indirect vocabulary learning strategies on vocabulary 
acquisition is warranted. Finally, because of the short duration of the research, cautions should be made about 
considering the better performance of the participants in one group as an indication of vocabulary acquisition. In 
other words, other factors might have affected the results.  
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